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Abstract—In the network-centric computing era, applications often involve sets of autonomous, unpredictable, and possibly mobile entities interacting within open, dynamic, and possibly unreliable environments: Intelligent Environments are a typical case. The complexity of such scenarios requires novel engineering tools, providing effective support from the
analysis to the deployment stage. In this paper we illustrate the impact
of a general-purpose coordination infrastructure for multiagent systems –
providing a model, a run-time, and suitable deployment tools – on the engineering of such applications. As a case study, we consider the intelligent
management of lights inside a building: despite its simplicity, this problem
endorses the typical challenges of this class of applications. The case study
is built upon the TuCSoN coordination infrastructure, which provides engineers with both the abstractions and the run-time support for effectively
managing the application complexity.

I. I NFRASTRUCTURES FOR N ETWORK -C ENTRIC
C OMPUTING
The technological progress – concerning chip density, processor speed and network bandwidth, to cite some – makes
it possible to conceive new classes of applications: Ubiquitous [1], Proactive [2], and Network Centric [3] computing are
among the most important areas of interest. Intelligent / Smart
Environments [4], [5] are prominent cases of such application
classes (see [6] for a comprehensive and up-to-date collection
of references – projects, publications, and conferences), whose
aim is to remodel the environments where people live and act,
considering the new services that can be provided by embedding (intelligent) software in network-enabled subsystems, such
as sensors, actuators, mobile devices and general-purpose computers.
Traditional software engineering approaches are known to be
inadequate to face the complexity of these scenarios [7], [8], so
new paradigms and models are required. The agent paradigm
[9], originated in the distributed artificial intelligence context
and now central also in software engineering research [10], [11],
appears to be more effective and to provide better support in
the application analysis, design, development and deployment
stages.
However, the engineering of these systems, which are characterised by the integration and coordination of open and dynamic
sets of (heterogeneous) agents, calls for other abstractions, such
as the society concept [12]. This is the focus of several research
efforts, introducing notions such as social agency [13], socialware [14], and social laws [15].
So, new engineering methodologies, models, infrastructures
and technologies are needed to explicitly face the design of
both the single agents and the society itself: social tasks, social
laws, and collective behaviour should be considered first-class
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issues, constituting the system social / global intelligence [16].
This approach includes, for instance, the ability of specifying
goals, constraints, and desired properties that are not specific
of a given agent, but of a community of agents, as well as the
ability to adapt / modify this social glue dynamically, at runtime. Furthermore, it should be possible to specify and enforce
the coordination activities that involve an open (and possibly
a-priori unknown) set of agents: since agent, thanks to their autonomy, can be perceived only by their observable behaviour,
acting upon them means / requires interacting with them.
The case study considered in this paper – the management
of lights inside a building – is taken here as a simple representative of this class of applications: our aim is to describe how
to model, design and develop this application as a society of
agents. In particular, we show how the social aspects of the
system can be properly engineered by means of a suitable coordination model (for analysis and design) and infrastructure (for
development and deployment). The coordination infrastructure
of choice, TuCSoN, provides both a coordination model and a
technology for development and deployment, including a runtime environment and IDE tools.
In the following, Section II introduces the case study, focusing on the application requirements. Section III discusses
the application analysis and design, adopting the SODA agentoriented software engineering methodology, while development and deployment are considered in Section IV, where
the TuCSoN coordination infrastructure is introduced and exploited. The case study concludes in Section V, by discussing
the impact of integrating a new service into the application: Section VI then discusses the benefits and drawbacks of TuCSoN
in the engineering of the application. Conclusions are finally
drawn in Section VII.
II. T HE L IGHT M ANAGEMENT C ASE S TUDY
This work has been inspired by current research on agent infrastructures for intelligent environments [17], [18], [19]. Despite its simplicity, the case study below is representative of a
broad class of applications, where autonomous and (possibly)
mobile agents interact in an open environment, like the Internet.
In the case study presented here, agent coordination requires
the management of resources (lights) shared by autonomous
agents (visitors), whose desires and preferences call for different coordination policies, to be changed and adopted dynamically. In particular, the application goal is to manage the lights
in the rooms of a building so as to automatically adapt their
intensities to the visitors’ preferences while respecting the existing constraints – and more generally to apply light policies
that could change over the time.
A. Structure
Each room has its own light policy, ruling the behaviour
of lights: light policies can be added / removed dynamically.
Henceforth, we will refer to the visitors of the building as visitor

agents. Visitor agents freely move from room to room according to their purpose: their light preference is kept into account
when either they stop moving, or change their preference explicitly. Each light source is characterised by the zone enlightened
by its light: only visitors currently inside this zone contribute,
by their preference, to determining the source lightness.
There are two kinds of light sources: zone lights and directional lights. Zone lights are room lamps whose influence zones
do not to overlap. Directional lights, instead, are extra sources
that can overlap zone lights, so as to produce a local light enhancement.
The intensity of a zone light is computed according both to
the preferences of agents inside the specific zone, and other constraints such as energy management. We consider three different kinds of (simple) light policies:
• mean value – the light intensity of a lamp is computed as
the mean value of the preferences of visitors in the influence zone of the lamp;
• min value – the light intensity of a lamp is computed as the
minimum value of such preferences;
• max value – the light intensity of a lamp is computed as the
maximum value of such preferences.
We also consider different types of visitor agents: agents moving randomly from room to room, agents looking for a room
with their preferred light intensity, and agents looking for empty
rooms where to stay alone. From the viewpoint of the multiagent system, however, all such visitors have the same (private)
goal: getting the light intensity of the room they are visiting or, better, of the lamp which they are influencing - as nearest to
their preference as possible.
B. Key Issues
The management of a dynamic set of shared resources (lights)
among an (open) set of autonomous agents (visitors) is a typical
coordination problem. In our case, there is no a-priori knowledge about which agents, and how many, will visit the rooms,
nor is there any assumption about their structure or behaviour:
we can only observe them or interact with them, with no chance
of knowing or changing their behaviour (or their code) in order
to coordinate them.
Also, in this case study light management policies can be
changed dynamically and must be enforced in a prescriptive
way, without relying on agents’ finding an agreement by themselves: this requirement implies the adoption of a coordination
model enabling coordination policies to be specified outside
the coordinated agents, providing the capability of enforcing
them prescriptively, and supporting the dynamic specification
/ change of coordination laws – all without bothering the (unaware) agents.
From the single agent viewpoint, the case study underlines
agent autonomy, since visitors express their light preference
where and when they want autonomously, and move inside the
building according to their own plans. In addition, it requires
(virtual) mobility, since visitors - moving from room to room meet different social contexts, find different light policies and,
more generally, heterogeneous local interaction contexts, each
with its own coordination laws and constraints.

III. C ASE S TUDY: A NALYSIS AND D ESIGN
Analysis and design are carried out using the SODA [16]
agent-oriented software engineering methodology.
A. Analysis sketch
In the SODA methodology the analysis stage is performed
by identifying three models: the role model, the resource model
and the interaction model.
The role model is aimed at identifying both the individual and
the social roles. In our case study, a reasonable model is to consider three individual roles: the Visitor, the Light Master, and
the Light Installer. The Visitor role represents visitors moving
from a room to another, whose only responsibility is to express
a preference about the light intensity of a room. In the context
of this multiagent system, a Visitor has no specific competence.
The Light Master role represents the one who changes the light
policies of the rooms, while the Light Installer is the one who
installs / removes room lights. In addition, there is one social
role, the Room Group, which is composed by all the Visitors
currently in a room: its social tasks is to set the room light intensity according both to the current light policy of the room,
and to the preferences of the room Visitors. To be able to do so,
the Room Group must have the right of accessing light sources
to change light intensity.
With respect to the resource model, the following types of resources can be identified: the Building, the Rooms, and the Light
sources. The Building is a set of rooms: as such, it provides services to get information about the building planimetry and similar issues. A Room is defined in a bi-dimensional space, and
represents the place where light sources are located and visitors
move to: its dimension is expressed in blocks. A room provides
services to add / remove lights, to retrieve the light intensity in
a specific point inside it, and to specify and select the current
light policy. Light sources are characterised by their light intensity and influence zone, which is the (rectangular) patch of the
room influenced by their light. Lights can be of two types, zone
lights – the main, not-overlapping room lights – and directional
lights: these have a fixed 2 × 2 block influence zone size, and
can be installed only in addition to already-existing zone lights.
Services provided by a light source concern setting / getting its
light intensity.
The SODA interaction model includes interaction protocols
for individual roles and resources, and interaction rules for social roles. Each Room is an interaction context, with its own
protocols and rules. One further interaction protocol enables
visitors to express their current preference about the desired
light intensity in the point of the room where they are currently
situated. Interaction rules are associated to the Room Group:
the fundamental rule takes care of setting light intensity according to the current light management policy of the room.
This involves collecting visitor preferences, applying the current light policy associated to the room, and then accessing the
corresponding light sources to set the light intensity.
B. Design sketch
According to the SODA methodology, the design stage is
aimed at defining three models – the agent model, the society

model, and the environment model – as the design counterparts
of the analysis models (role model, resource model, interaction
model). More precisely, the agent model is the counterpart, at
the design stage, of the individual roles of the role model, while
the society model captures the social roles of the role model; the
environment model, in its turn, represents the counterpart of the
resource model.
So, here the agent model must define a mapping for the Visitor, the Light Master, and the Light Installer roles, while the
Room Group role is to be mapped by the society model. It is the
resource model’s goal to define mappings for the Building, the
Rooms, and the Light sources resources.
For each individual role, the agent model should define (1)
the mapping class, (2) the cardinality of the class, (3) the agent
locality degree (mobile vs. fixed agent), and (4) the agent’s
source. The Visitor role is mapped onto the Visitor class
(an agent class in SODA terminology) : the cardinality of the
class is 0 ÷ ∞, locality is mobile, and the source is outside the
system. The Light Master role is mapped onto the LightManager agent class: cardinality is one per room, locality is fixed,
and the source is inside the system. Finally, the Light Installer
role is mapped onto the LightInstaller agent class: cardinality, locality, and source are identical as above.
With respect to the society model, the Room Group social
role is mapped onto the Room Society abstraction: the role’s
responsibility is to set the intensity of light sources according
to visitors’ preferences and to the light management policy currently defined for that room resource. The Room Society is designed around the Light coordination medium, which embeds
the interaction rules of the Room Group role in terms of coordination laws.
The environment model is involved with resources. Building
is mapped onto the Building class (an infrastructure class in
SODA terminology), and provides information about planimetry and available rooms: its services can be accessed by visitor
agents entering the building. This resource is located and accessible via the Building coordination medium: its cardinality
is one. Rooms are mapped on the Room infrastructure class,
which provides services to add / remove lights and to ask for
the desired light intensity at a specific position in the room. The
first service is accessible only to Light Installers, while the second is available to all Visitor agents. The Room class is accessible only via its own Light coordination medium. Light Sources
are mapped on the LightSource class, which allows to set /
get the light intensity: these services are available to the Room
Group role only. So, Light Sources, too, are located and accessible via the Light coordination medium.
IV. D EVELOPMENT AND D EPLOYMENT IN TuCSoN
Application development and deployment has been carried
out upon a mobile agent platform based on the TuCSoN coordination infrastructure.
A. TuCSoN overview
The TuCSoN coordination model and infrastructure is based
on the notion of (logic) tuple centre [20], which is a Linda tuple
space [21] empowered with the ability to define its behaviour

in response to communication events according to the specific
coordination needs.
It has been argued [22] that the openness and the wideness of
the Internet scenario make it suitable to conceive the Internet as
a multiplicity of independent environments (e.g. Internet nodes
or administrative domain of nodes), and to design applications
in terms of agents that explicitly locate and access resources
in this environment. So, TuCSoN is based on a multiplicity of
independent interaction spaces – tuple centres – that abstract the
role of the environment. (Mobile) agents access tuple centres
by name, either locally in a transparent way, or globally on the
Internet in a network-aware fashion [23].
A local interaction space can be used by agents to access
the local resources of an environment and as an agora where
to meet other agents and coordinate activities with them. This
is why tuple centres, as fully distributed interaction media, can
be understood as social abstractions [24], allowing to constrain
agent interactions explicitly and to enforce the coordination and
cooperation activities that define the agent aggregation as a society.
TuCSoN supports both subjective and objective coordination
[25] – that is, the logic of coordination can be either embedded
in agents, directly coordinating themselves via generative communication in pure Linda-style, or, better, left outside agents,
embedded in tuple centres. By doing so, the application social
rules are captured in terms of tuple centres’ coordination laws,
expressed in the Turing-equivalent, logic-based ReSpecT language.
Interaction protocols can then be designed and distributed
among agents and media, adopting the balance that is the most
adequate to the specific application goals. One first consequence is the enhancement of agent autonomy, since agents can
be designed focusing only on their own goals and tasks, disregarding dependencies with other agents, and with no need
to track (open) environment evolution. Another key issue is
the enactment of prescriptive coordination, thus constraining
agent interactions so as to reflect sound behaviours. Finally, tuple centres spread over the network and living in infrastructure
nodes visited by rambling agents enhance the decentralised nature of the multiagent system. So, the topological nature of the
TuCSoN global interaction space systems [23] makes it possible to deal with the typical issues of distributed systems –
namely to enforce flexible security policies, workload allocation policies, fault tolerance policies.
The TuCSoN technology [26], fully developed in Java, is
based on two main ingredients: Java as the main standard Internet “glue technology”, and tuProlog [27] as the logic-based language to support high-level inter-agent communication and coordination. Both an agent run-time system and an effective coordination technology, with a comfortable IDE and specialised
tools, are provided to effectively support the system development process.
One first advantage of a Java based technology is that any
Internet node can become a TuCSoN node by simply starting
up the Java-based run-time system: the local coordination space
is then immediately available both to local and remote agents.
Moreover, as a logic-based technology, higher-level inter-agent
communication and coordination is based on first-order logic:

the Java-based tuProlog virtual machine is a light-weight Prolog interpreter used to provide both the communication and the
coordination language. So, both Java and tuProlog agents interact by exchanging logic tuples, even though this is transparent
to Java agents. Logic tuples are used also for ReSpecT programs: both the ordinary tuple space and the specification space
of a tuple centre are represented as first-order logic theories.
Besides featuring classes and tools to build Java and tuProlog
agents, the TuCSoN technology provides special IDE agents,
GUI agents and the Inspector, to enable developers to operate
over tuple centres for deployment, debugging and monitoring
purposes. GUI agents provide a (graphical) interface to access tuple centres by means of TuCSoN coordination primitives (out, in,rd,inp,rdp,setSpec, getSpec), while the Inspector is
specifically tailored to the TuCSoN metaphors: since a tuple
centre is characterised at any time by the set T of its (ordinary)
tuples, the set W of its pending queries, and the set S of its
reaction specifications [20], the Inspector makes it possible to
view, edit and control tuple centres from the data, the pending
query and the specification viewpoints – thus providing both
a data-oriented (from the communication and the coordination
viewpoints) and a control-oriented view over the space of agent
interaction, along with the control capabilities required to manage it effectively.
B. Development
From the topology point of view, we assume that there is exactly one distinct TuCSoN node for each room of the building.
Moreover, we also suppose that a TuCSoN node represents the
building as a whole , so that its coordination media can manage
information about the building topology and accessible rooms –
in particular, storing the addresses of the room TuCSoN nodes.
With respect to agents, the Visitor class has been implemented as a TuCSoN mobile agent: there are different kinds of
visitors, according to different ways of exploring the building.
LightManager and LightInstaller class are TuCSoN
agents, too. The Light coordination medium of each room has
been mapped directly onto a tuple centre named Light, located
at the TuCSoN node of the corresponding room. The interaction rules associated to Light, which represent light management policies and agent coordination rules, have been encoded
in the ReSpecT language and used to program the behaviour of
the Light tuple centre. LightSource and Room resources
are wrapped in components accessible only indirectly, by suitably interacting with the local Light tuple centre: for instance,
to set the intensity of a light source requires a tuple such as
set light(LampId,Value) to be output into Light by
means of an out operation.
This approach underlines the role of local interaction spaces
as agent interfaces to local resources, thus outlining the relevance of coordination media as the middleware enabling interactions, whatever they may be.
C. Deployment
Fig. 1 shows the run time evolution of our system, with
rooms, light zone and some mobile agents visiting the building
and expressing preferences about lights. The dark gray zones
represent zones with an installed (zone) light source, currently

Fig. 1. A snapshot of MAS dynamics with rooms and visitors (mobile agents)

switched off. An indication of the currently installed light policy is shown for each room: in Fig. 1, for instance, the meeting
room adopts the mean value policy.
As a test, we can change at run time the light management
policy of the meeting room to the min value policy (say, to save
energy). We can do so either using an agent, or directly on our
own via the Inspector tool, inspecting the Light tuple centre
of the meeting room, opening the specification set and replacing the coordination rules involved in the light management (see
Fig. 2). In this way, the social laws can be adapted dynamically,
with no need of acting on visitor agents, and focusing only on
the coordination activities, encapsulated in a suitable abstraction.
V. I NCREMENTAL D EVELOPMENT
Now, suppose we want to provide an intelligent service
which, analysing the history of the dynamics inside a room,
suggests where to place new directional light sources so as to
enhance future visitors’ overall satisfaction.
To this end, a new role must be introduced - the History Analyser - aimed at analysing the history of visitors’ satisfaction
and possibly provide suggestions. In the environment model,
the Room resource must provide a new history service to trace
agents’ satisfaction, computed as the difference between actual
light intensity in the place of the room where they are, and their
preference. Of course this service must be accessible by History Analysers only. The interaction model should be updated
with new protocols for History Analysers, allowing to start tracing and then to retrieve history information – both accessing the
Room resource.
At the design stage, the History Analyser role is mapped on
the HistoryAnalyser SODA agent class, whose cardinality is one and whose source is outside the system. The inter-

Fig. 2. Inspecting Light tuple centre

face to the Room class via the Light coordination medium is
enhanced to provide the new history service.
At the implementation stage, the History Analyser is mapped
onto a TuCSoN mobile agent, and the new history services are
provided by extending the previous behaviour of the Light tuple centre with new coordination laws. What is interesting here
is that the new interaction protocols and the new room services
are provided by extending the social rules embedded in Light
incrementally, at run-time, adapting the behaviour of the agent
social infrastructure dynamically.
VI. B ENEFITS , L IMITS , AND C OMPARISONS
First, let us consider the benefits of tuple centres as objective
coordination models. One first advantage is that the tuple centre
model guarantees the consistence and the enforcement of the coordination laws representing light policies: as local interaction
spaces, tuple centres enable the overall system consistence to be
maintained despite the inherent openness and distribution of the
environment.
Moreover, the social rules (light policies) encapsulated as coordination laws within tuple centres can be changed dynamically, via the Inspector and agents, in a seamless way: synchronisation issues involved in the run-time change of policies are
handled automatically, thanks to the properties of the tuple centre model. Also, the dynamic change of the light policies is
performed without affecting visitor agents, which can be completely unaware of that – a crucial point in the engineering of
open environments.
So, tuple centres, as first-class abstractions where social rules
can be dynamically specified and enforced, provide direct support for the incremental design and development of agent societies: as shown in the Deployment subsection of Section IV, the
behaviour of a tuple centre can not only be inspected, but also
enhancedby adding new coordination activities without necessarily knowing the existing ones.

Inspectability of tuple centres, along with the logic nature
of the communication and of the ReSpecT languages, enables
sound (automated) reasoning about the interactions occurring in
a tuple centre and the involved coordination activities. For instance, the history service discusses in the case study requires
the observation of agent satisfaction about light evolution, inspecting and reasoning about interactions, and finally adapting
the environment (and the coordination policies – not shown in
this paper) accordingly.
For comparison purposes, let us consider how the same problems could be modelled and engineered with a subjective coordination model. In that context, two kinds of solutions are
usually adopted: either to use special agents as coordinators or
mediators of light preferences, thus encapsulating the coordination policies into specialised agents; or to spread coordination
policy management among agents – for instance, using protocols like contract net, where managers are light source agents
and contractors are visitor agents.
The first case involves the creation of a specific coordinator agent – a typical situation in multiagent systems where coordination media are not modelled as first class abstractions.
Typically, such a coordinator agent has a reactive, complex
behaviour, since it has to manage all the many dependencies
among the open set of agents, reacting to agents interactions,
facing coordination activities at different levels, including concurrency and synchronisation issues, resource allocation, etc.
In this approach, there is no explicit coordination model, and
every coordination aspect is faced at a mechanism (implementation) level: as a consequence, no engineering and structured
reuse of coordination activities is possible. The description
of the coordination activity has to be extracted from the agent
source code, mangled with its computational behaviour in possibly any language: of course, this makes it quite hard to build
a reusable framework for inspection, formal specification and
verification of coordination activities. Moreover, adapting or

changing coordination activities dynamically is very difficult:
typically, it is necessary to shutdown the coordinator agent,
change its behaviour and then spawn it again – which is unfeasible in an open, always-on environment. Alternatively, one can
build a general purpose coordinator agent, able to accept a new
coordination specification dynamically: yet, doing so means to
admit precisely the need of considering the problem at a more
abstract level – which opens the way towards the definition of a
coordination medium.
Inspecting and changing dynamically the coordination activities is an even-worse problem in the second approach, where coordination activities are completely distributed among the open
set of involved agents. In this case, maintaining the conceptual
unity of coordination, and making changes while keeping the
global consistence of the social tasks intact is a really hard task.
Therefore, here agents must have the skills not only to use, but
also to build the coordination process execution. This characteristic implies some drawbacks: the society is less open (because
of the requirements on the agent skills), and the agent autonomy
is reduced since they cannot pursue only their specific tasks, but
have to participate to other activities, which are in some sense
outside their actual goals.
With respect to performance, coordination infrastructures in
general can be of help to improve system performance, in that
they provide explicit structures to organise interactions rationally and to adapt them according to the dynamism of the environment. Here we have shown how an objective coordination
model such as tuple centre, by providing first-class coordination abstractions that are not specific agents but part of the infrastructure, allows to enforce coordination while minimising
negotiation, contracting stages and interactions in general, thus
making the coordination process more fluid and automated.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The paper has shown the positive impact of using a coordination model and infrastructure to support the engineering of
complex applications in the Network-Centric computing era. In
particular, the SODA methodology and the TuCSoN coordination infrastructure have been used to engineer a simple case
study about the intelligent management of lights in a building,
taken as an example of Smart Environment application. We illustrated the benefits of carrying out the analysis, design and
development of systems explicitly at two distinct levels – the
agent level and the society level –, focusing in particular on the
last one.
Future work will be devoted to the deployment of the
TuCSoN technology in more complete and demanding applications in the Intelligent Environment context.
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